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SILCA releases MATTONE GRANDE with room
for more, more than twice more
Simultaneously, they are also making the Hypalon Utility Strap separately
available for securing everything and anything to your bike

Indianapolis - 7 December 2021 - SILCA today is launching the bigger version of their

award winning MATTONE seat bag with the BOA® Closure System, the MATTONE

GRANDE. Mattone means brick in Italian and packs all the gear you need for three flat tires,

a multi-tool, cleaning cloth and a wallet for your coffee breaks.

With the new MATTONE GRANDE, SILCA has created a ‘bigger brick’ with 77 cm3 of internal

volume more than 2x the volume of the original MATTONE (36 cm3). The MATTONE

GRANDE is capable of holding up to 3 road tubes along with 2 CO2 cartridges, 2 tire levers and

a multi-tool. It can also easily hold up to two 29x2.5 MTB tubes along with CO2, levers and

Multi-tool, the MATTONE GRANDE is ideal for those long adventure rides or races where you

must be prepared for everything.
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Similar to the original MATTONE, a high friction Hypalon strap with BOA® Closure completes

the package. Making more than 15x the power of Velcro®, the BOA® Closure uses a ratcheting

mechanism that doesn't creep or loosen even under the most extreme vibration and impact.

This ensures the MATTONE will remain ‘high and tight’ under your saddle until you need to

access it... no swinging, swaying, or rattling... ever!

The Mattone Grande is now available on Silca.cc.

MATTONE GRANDE Specifications:

• Internal contrasting Ballistic Nylon Construction

• Water Resistant Exterior enclosed with a premium water resistant YKK zipper

• Hypalon Strap with BOA® L6 Closure System and Lace Guide

• Padded Rail Guard protects saddle rails and speeds installation

• ONE internal pocket with attached credit card / money slot

• Black reflective SILCA logo provide stealthy HI-VIS in low light conditions

• Weight - 100 grams

Media kit: Mattone Grande - SILCA
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About SILCA

SILCA was founded in 1917 by Felice Sacchi outside of Milan, Italy and was well-known for the

first company to put gauges on pumps, the first to produce a true ‘high-pressure’ frame pump

and the first to work with revolutionary lightweight material plastic after the end of WWII, and

later the first to bring CO2 to roadside inflation. Today SILCA is located in Indianapolis, IN

where it continues to build iconic products that utilize the finest materials and craftsmanship

available while pushing technological boundaries by leveraging the most modern engineering

and manufacturing practices and materials.
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